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1 INTRODUCTION

After many years of anticipation, NVM became commercially available in 2019 with Intel’s Optane DC Persistent Memory [11]. NVM allows building data structures that retain their contents to provide fast restart. One major issue is that processor caches are volatile and program data which reside in these caches are lost during power failure. In addition, the underlying hardware can evict caches out of order independent from the program order unless explicitly specified by the programmer. Both of these conditions can corrupt program data in NVM leading to a state that is not correct after restart from a power failure. The research community has focused its attention on building durable data structures [1, 2] with strict consistency guarantees where the data resides in NVM, in essence, using it as durable RAM.

However, to make the data structures crash-consistent, applications require ordering of the persistence of writes to make the changes durable to NVM in the correct order. Crash-consistency mechanisms rely on cache line flush (x86 clflushopt or clwb) and fence (x86 sfence) instructions to order the persistence of writes and ensure that the modifications are propagated in the right order. Explicitly ordering the persistence of writes can introduce overhead to the application [8] which can reduce the runtime performance.

Previous work [3, 9], which relied on periodic persistence optimized out the persistence of writes out of the critical path of the application by moving the persistence of writes to a batched checkpointing stage. Compared to traditional checkpointing, periodically persistent data structures provide fine-grained checkpointing intervals in the order of milliseconds and instead of dealing with page granularity, effectively benefits from the byte-addressability of NVM. In periodic persistence design, the data structure resides in DRAM. Periodically all the modifications propagate to the NVM through mechanism to NVM to implement a strong consistency model such as multiversioning in Dali [9] or an optimized undo log in InCLL [3] to provide correct recovery after restart.

While periodic persistence approach is beneficial for removing the expensive cache line flush and fence instructions from the critical path of the application, the proposed methods bound the data to NVM and require careful design of the data structure. Firstly, the methods rely on a privileged instruction to flush the entire cache hierarchy (x86 wbinvd) which not only creates challenges for multi-tenant systems but also can affect runtime performance by invalidating the entire cache hierarchy. Secondly the design is carefully tailored for each data structure which limits the general applicability.

Finally, DRAM is still faster than Optane. Yang [11] reported NVM sequential read latency is 2x DRAM and random read latency is 3x. Write latency is similar to DRAM, except that memory writes occasionally execute 100x slower. However, peak NVM read bandwidth is approximately 6% of DRAM and peak write bandwidth is approximately 3% of DRAM. Using NVM as the primary memory reduces throughput by 39−56% on Masstree [7], a cache-efficient B-tree/Trie index (Figure 1). Adding a crash-consistency mechanism such as periodic persistence will lead to even lower performance leading to a slowdown of 50−64% as seen in the case of InCLL.

We consider Optane as a critical optimization point and tailor the design specifically for the current hardware architectures. We propose to use processor’s DRAM and caches to efficiently act as a cache (either write-through or write-back) for values persisted in NVM. Heavily read or written data should reside in DRAM, where it can be accessed at a fraction of the cost. Only modified values should be persisted in NVM. Most prior systems [1, 2, 5] used a write-through mechanism to NVM to implement a strong consistency model such as atomic transactions. As a consequence, these systems only use a processor’s cache to reduce memory latency, not its DRAM. Ignoring this large memory severely limits the fraction of a data structure that can be quickly accessed and decreases overall performance.

More recent systems [6, 10] have switched to a write-back model in which a data structure resides in DRAM, and a redo log propagates changes to a persistent copy in NVM. Their (emulated) performance overhead is too high for general use, ranging from 43−122% for PMThreads [10] to 7.4−24.6% overhead on top of TinySTM’s undocumented cost in DudeTM [6]. In addition, PMThreads is limited to lock-based parallel programs.
2 CHECKPOINTING DESIGN

This paper presents CpNvm, a runtime system that uses periodic checkpoints to maintain a recoverable copy of a program’s data, with overhead low enough for widespread use. Our primary goal is low overhead, even at the cost of relaxing the crash-recovery model. We use checkpointing, rather than transactions, to permit recovery after a crash, which both increases performance and reduces the programming burden. Modifications performed in an uncommitted epoch are lost. A copy of a data structure to be kept persistent resides in DRAM, where it can be accessed and modified at low cost. CpNvm tracks modifications to the structure and periodically records changes to NVM, in a persistent log that is concurrently replayed to update the persistent copy of the structure.

To use CpNvm, a programmer inserts a library call at statements that write to a persistent data structure and another call when the structure is in a consistent state similar to application-level checkpointing. Identifying writes to a data structure require less insight into a program’s semantics than identifying the sequence of statements that transition between consistent program states and hence should form a transaction. Moreover, many services are event-driven, so recognizing when they are idle is easy, and they typically support a mechanism for queiscing the system by deferring incoming work. When idle, it is easy to take a consistent snapshot.

CpNvm snapshots have four stages. The first is execution. CpNvm runtime provides DRAM-named memory regions for storing persistent data. The program runs normally but must make additional calls to the runtime to track the locations in a region that are modified. The tracking mechanism uses a globally shared bitmap where the modified memory regions are marked and thread-local address lists which are useful to search modified memory locations within the bitmap fastly. The second is checkpointing, where CpNvm does coordinated checkpointing and snapshots the regions by to a thread-local redo log in NVM. Each thread can snapshot in parallel using both thread-local address lists and redo logs and better uses the NVM bandwidth due to sequential access pattern. When the log is complete, the program resumes execution. To deal with redo log write redirection, log size growth and the cost of replaying the entire redo log after restart, we keep an NVM copy of the data structure similar to DudgeTM [6]. The third is background replay, in which CpNvm asynchronously replays the log on a persistent copy of the data in NVM. The fourth is recovery, which can occur after a crash. In this stage, CpNvm finishes replaying the persistent log if necessary. The NVM copy becomes the backing store for the program data structures residing in DRAM. CpNvm restarts the program, which lazily pages in the data from NVM at first reference to it.

For applications that can tolerate a more relaxed consistency model, checkpointing is a more attractive approach. Our approach is software-based and does not require the use of any hardware modifications such as introducing additional batteries which can leak. CpNvm can efficiently support data structures that are larger than the available DRAM capacity in the system using Intel Mixed Memory Mode. CpNvm allows a programmer the flexibility to trade performance against consistency by decreasing the size of an epoch (which increases logging overhead).

3 EVALUATION

CpNvm performs well with minimal program changes. For YCSB workloads on Masstree, we added 26 calls to the CpNvm library in a 27K LoC code base. As shown in figure 1 the overhead is less than 15% across all the YCSB workloads using 64ms intervals. For read-only workload YCSB-C the overhead is close to 0%. The main reason is that, the program is running the data structure in DRAM. The only cost for persistence is the cost of the modifications which are stored to NVM periodically. We also measured Memcached [4], which incurred only 0 – 6.5% overhead (0 – 100% write workload, respectively) with 29 calls on CpNvm in 4.5K LoC using 200ms intervals.

4 CONCLUSION

The main result of this work is that existing and new techniques can be combined in a novel way that yields a simple checkpointing programming model that can be implemented with low overhead for NVM. We show the feasibility of the CpNvm on both Masstree and Memcached using Optane.
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